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Abstract

Students learning to program often need help completing

assignments and understanding why their code does not

work as they expect it to. One common place where they

seek such help is at teaching assistant office hours. We found

that teaching assistants in introductory programming (CS1)

courses frequently answer some variant of the question “Am

I on the Right Track?”. The goal of this work is to develop an

automated tool that provides similar feedback for students

in real-time from within an IDE as they are writing their

program. Existing automated tools lack the generality that

we seek, often assuming a single approach to a problem, us-

ing hand-coded error models, or applying sample fixes from

other students. In this paper, we explore the use of program

synthesis to provide less constrained automated answers to

“Am I on the Right Track” (AIORT) questions. We describe

an observational study of TA-student interactions that sup-

ports targeting AIORT questions, as well as the development

of and design considerations behind a prototype integrated

development environment (IDE). The IDE uses an existing

program synthesis engine to determine if a student is on the

right track and we present pilot user studies of its use.

CCS Concepts • Applied computing → Education; •

Software and its engineering→ Automatic programming.

Keywords Computer science education, program synthesis,

user interfaces
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1 Introduction

Personalized feedback contributes significantly to the suc-

cess of learning experiences for novice programmers. To

obtain personalized feedback, novices seek out help from

numerous sources: peers, online references and, in the case

of university students, professors, teaching assistants (TAs),

or tutors. Yet the supply of help from these sources, who we

call “feedback providers,” frequently cannot keep up with the

demand. For example, there are over 5 million unanswered

questions on StackOverflow as of August 2019.
1
In traditional

education, hiring in CS departments cannot keep up with

skyrocketing enrollment.
2
In order to meet the demand for

personalized feedback, we need to look outside of typical

one-on-one help scenarios and towards new approaches.

Our vision is to provide personalized feedback automatically,

while maintaining the quality of the classic help experience.

Existing feedback technology generally falls into two cat-

egories: tools that augment existing feedback providers and

fully automated methods. Augmentation takes the form of

summarization tools that allow feedback providers to do their

job more efficiently or systems that facilitate peer grading

[28]. Recent work on providing feedback at scale considers

in-progress code review [31], visualizing code execution [26],

or facilitating one-to-many feedback sessions via an online

chat interface [21]. However, most of these tools address a

student’s need for feedback indirectly through a feedback

provider. They provide the ability to productively scale up

human work, but are limited by the number of peers or TAs

1
http://web.archive.org/web/20190828041932/https://stackoverflow.com/

unanswered

2
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/01/24/technology/computer-science-

courses-college.html
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Figure 1. Feedback flow for an ideal automated feedback tool.

First, the student sees the specification, then they can write

a partial solution, and finally ask for feedback. The feedback

can take many final forms, including YES/NO feedback and

providing a partial or full solution directly to the student.

available. In comparison, our approach looks at helping the

student directly.

In comparison to augmentation methods, automated tools

attempt to mimic human capabilities. Past work in this area

typically requires embedding some form of prior informa-

tion about how to provide feedback into the system. This

includes using data collected from previous or current stu-

dents [22, 33] or modeling candidate incorrect solutions via

an error model [35]. By using this information, these tools are

able to provide a wide variety of meaningful feedback auto-

matically to students. However, they cannot fully generalize

to never-before-seen student errors or, in some cases, new

assignments. We aim to limit the prior information needed

to the language, the program specification, and a set of rep-

resentative test cases. Succeeding at this approach would

mean we can build automated systems that require very little

human effort (no updates to data or error models) and scale

to many different learners and learning environments.

This work builds on three key principles, guided in part by

a study of TA-student interactions described in the first part

of this paper. First, feedback should be integrated into the

student’s programming process. Ideally, the student writes

their program, asks for feedback, and receives it, all in the

same environment. Second, feedback should be provided in

real-time, on request, and nearly instantaneously. The time

of day or number of students in a room should no longer

be a bottleneck. Finally, since there are many ways to solve

any given problem, the system should be general enough to

capture all solution strategies, rather than a single solution

process specified by a reference solution.

Based in part on our preliminary study, this work focuses

on a specific question: Can we use program synthesis to build

a tool that can answer “Am I On the Right Track” questions

and present the answer in a meaningful way to users? To

answer this overarching question, we focus on the interplay

between generating feedback and the user’s interaction with

the feedback tool. The type of interaction we envision is

shown in Fig. 1. Given a specification for an assignment,

students can write partial solutions for isThree. If they are

not confident in their progress, they can request feedback.

The tool will then provide feedback based on whether they

are on the right track towards a correct solution. Our TA

study suggests that this kind of feedback, which we call “Am

I on the Right Track?” (AIORT) feedback, is common in office

hours. Students can then revise their current solution or, if

they were on a correct solution path, continue programming.

A motivating objective of this work is to leverage existing

program synthesis infrastructure for the feedback domain.

We use a program synthesis engine to generate feedback

by synthesizing program fixes between the student’s cur-

rent implementation and a correct implementation, using

an adapted sketching approach. This means we can theoreti-

cally capture a wide range of solutions to a given problem,

rather than referencing known student errors. This general

approach can be real-time and scalable, as recent advances

in program synthesis make engine runs take only seconds.

We show that it is possible to use an “off-the-shelf” engine,

rather than a purpose-built solution, for educational applica-

tions. We are also in the process of developing a prototype

integrated development environment (IDE) that allows us to

convey the synthesized feedback to a user. We evaluated the

IDE throughout our iterative design process, leading to both

a final design plan and some recommendations for others

considering broader use cases of existing synthesis engines.

2 TA Feedback in Office Hours

To design an automated feedback tool, we decided to gain

insight into what functionality it should support by explor-

ing the type of help feedback providers provide. Like many

programming educators, we, the authors, have some sense

of how we provide feedback to students. However, this is

primarily determined by our own experience. Some educa-

tors have furthered their knowledge of feedback, studying

feedback from the instructor’s perspective [15, 40] and in the

laboratory setting [4]. In comparison, we wanted to under-

stand TA-student interactions in a realistic environment as,

by and large, TAs are the primary feedback providers for CS1.

Therefore, we developed a formative, observational study of

office hours to understand how TAs provide feedback. We

were partly motivated to conduct this study by existing work

using formative studies for programming system design [7].

2.1 Study Design and Mechanics

Our formative study focused on observing TAs during their

office hours for two Introduction to Computer Science courses

at our institution, which we will refer to as CS1A and CS1B.

CS1A was a Summer 2017 CS1 course taught in Python with

74 enrolled students, 7 TAs, and one professor. All TAs had
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previous experience as teaching assistants in computer sci-

ence at our institution. CS1B was a Spring 2018 CS1 course

taught in MATLAB with approximately 250 enrolled stu-

dents, 6 graduate TAs (1 new), 27 undergraduate TAs, and

the same professor. The two courses cover the same gen-

eral curriculum, with some changes due to the length of the

summer session and the programming language. The topics

covered by both courses include basic programming features,

objects, recursion, and for/while loops. Our aim in studying

these courses was to diversify our understanding beyond a

single beginning language or class structure.

We designed the study to be as unobtrusive as possible,

since our primary goal was to capture the genuine nature

of office hours. We therefore recorded TA-student interac-

tions with the medium chosen to minimize intrusiveness

in different settings. The mediums included handwritten or

typed notes, audio, or video recording. For CS1B, we shad-

owed only graduate student office hours, as the professor

was concerned with potential overcrowding in undergradu-

ate sessions. TAs and students were asked at the beginning

of the study if they would like to participate in a voluntary

research study focused on understanding how TAs provide

feedback. If their consent was obtained, it covered the length

of the study period (the last month of each course). Although

shadowing office hours allowed us to observe TAs’ interac-

tions with students, we augmented our observational study

with optional, unscripted interviews with the TAs. The inter-

views allowed us to obtain a perspective on TAs’ impressions

of effective feedback practices.

2.2 Data Analysis

We collected 37 TA-student interactions from CS1A and 13

from CS1B. Five of the CS1A interactions were excluded for

various reasons,
3
leaving us with a total of 32 interactions

for CS1A. We transcribed the usable interactions and then

performed a grounded theory analysis [8].
4

Our analysis aimed to characterize the type of help the

TAs provided. We performed our initial analysis on the CS1A

course data using three individual coders. The first coder

(first author) assessed all of the interactions, developed a

set of categories for types of TA-student interactions, and

classified all 32 data points. A second coder (second author)

provided example interactions for these categories without

looking at the data. The second coder and a third coder

(research intern) then independently categorized the inter-

actions into the existing categories. We calculated a Fleiss’

3
The five interactions were excluded either because of errors with recording

(2) or prominent unconsented student voices (3)

4
Grounded theory analysis contends that we can understand the content in

communication by analyzing the type of “common ground” shared by the

speakers. This standard qualitative analysis method, like most qualitative

research, relies on two or more “coders” who categorize interactions accord-

ing to the given property being studied and the research goals. These coders

then typically reach consensus about each data point’s final classification.

Kappa agreement score for each independent category and

received results ranging from slight to almost perfect agree-

ment, with on average moderate agreement. As an exam-

ple, the score was 0.65 for Salvage. Given the full cycle of

analysis for the CS1A data, the first author solely coded the

subsequently collected CS1B data. All selected quotes below

have been lightly edited and the participants anonymized

(TA1A - TA7A for CS1A and TA1B - TA6B for CS1B).

2.3 Results

Our study suggests that TAs provide feedback aimed at

helping students reach a correct solution and that feed-

back frequently occurs at different levels of granularity. Our

grounded theory analysis identified 7 categories of feedback

that range from Specification, in which the TA explains the

assignments’ specification to the student, to Language Fea-

ture, where a TA explains what functions to call to accom-

plish a certain task (Fig. 2). An example of Language Fea-

ture feedback would be TA5A’s feedback “randint needs
a minimum and a maximum value” when helping a student

understand the input to a library function.

In contrast to the finer-grained feedback, feedback in the

Salvage category is more holistic. When a TA begins sal-

vaging a student’s program, they start out by identifying

an error in the student’s current solution (“traditional” de-

bugging). Then they ask guiding questions to determine

the student’s confusion, assess the student’s conceptual un-

derstanding, and ultimately lead the student to identify the

error(s) themselves. This guidance during the student’s solu-

tion process is what specifically differentiates salvage from

other types of feedback. Of particular note is how the TAs

provide the feedback. They do not tend to instruct the student

to start over from scratch, but rather to make local changes

(TA4A: “I think we can simplify a little bit and change the
order of the recursive call” ) that may then have far-reaching

implications. For instance, in the same interaction with a

student, TA4A ended up guiding the student from a solu-

tion containing a for loop and an accumulator to a correct

recursive solution.

In our 5 interviews with CS1A and CS1B TAs, they spoke

specifically about paths to correct solutions as a core consid-

eration behind how they provide feedback. They discussed

how to identify if a student’s work is correct, when (or if) to

present a fix, and where in the solution process they provide

help. TA1A made the following general points:

Usually I’ll try and figure out what’s wrong, and then
I’ll give them, like a hint or something, about how to get
there ... if it’s something really weird, I’ll just straight
up tell them “your implementation here is not right.”

TA1B discussed what to do when a student is too far down

an incorrect path for their work to be salvageable:

When I run out of ways to help them, I sometimes show
them the answer. I show them “this is the way to do this”
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and I try to explain backwards. Like, “knowing this is
the correct solution, how would you get here?” ... Even
though I give them the answer, I hope they understand
the process.

TA3A considered the situation of a student beginning with

a general conceptual approach to a problem and narrowing

it down to a specific implementation:

Usually they will get to the point where [they will say]
“I probably should be using some kind of iteration” and
then we can talk about ... if they’re on the right track,
and if they’re not, I’ll give them more guidance to steer
them in the right direction. But I like to have them at
least have some trial and error in office hours, if I can.

Taken together, our interaction classification and our TA

interviews suggest a theme. Most students want an answer

to some version of the question “Am I on the Right Track?”

and most TAs want to provide some version of an answer to

that question. The help they provide varies and can be TA-

specific; it can be conceptual, simply a “Yes” or “No” answer,

or even the entire solution to the problem.

To be clear, we are not making a broad claim about a per-

vasive existence of this classification and theme. While on

the one hand the study targeted two courses with differ-

ent programming languages, student bodies, and TAs, the

amount of data was rather limited and reflected a narrow

population. For example, office hours for CS1B graduate TAs

were sparsely attended and, as mentioned above, we were

not permitted to observe the undergraduate office hours for

CS1B, where we believe that the majority of interactions

occur. This study also took place in a limited time period

(the last month of material for each course) and we only

studied courses at a single institution. We also approached

this study with the idea of building an automated feedback

tool in mind. Nonetheless, the study provides evidence of

the potential value of “Am I on the Right Track?” feedback

in particular settings.

3 Synthesizing Feedback Automatically

In this section, we motivate why and how one might pose

“Am I on the Right Track?” (AIORT) feedback as a synthe-

sis query. AIORT feedback relies on determining whether a

student can arrive at a correct solution, given their current

partial solution. Formally, we want to determine if there ex-

ists a set of local changes that can be applied to the student’s

partial program PS to transform it into a final program that

has the same “functionality” as a desired correct solution.

Local changes to a student’s partial solution are captured

by the addition and deletion of code. For instance, for the

following incorrect implementation of isThree, it is clear
that the 4 should be deleted and a 3 added in its place:

define isThree x:
return x == 4

Feedback The TA...

CS Concept explains a high level programming de-

sign feature (e.g. recursion, while loop)

Grading answers a student question about an

assignment or exam grading

Guidance provides high level guidance about an

approach to a given problem

Language

Feature

explains how to use a language feature

(e.g. library function)

Salvage helps the student towards a correct solu-

tion path, given their current (typically

incorrect) code

Specification explains a function specification (e.g.

the overall goal, in scope or out of scope

inputs, etc.)

Test Case suggests a test case for the student to

consider

Type helps the student by highlighting type

information (e.g. input types for func-

tions or methods)

Figure 2. Classification concepts for TA-student interac-

tions.

However, consider this incorrect implementation of

replaceEight, a function that, when implemented correctly,

recursively replaces all elements in a list with the number 8:

define replaceEight x:
if empty x:

return [8]
else:

return 8 ++ replaceEight (rest x)

This implementation is possibly incorrect in either the base

case condition or its return value, depending on the wording

of the specification. In the first case, the condition should be

changed to len x == 1 and, in the second case, the return

value for the base case should be changed to the empty list.

This is an example where there are multiple local changes

that can result in a correct solution, but it is not clear which

one to choose.

Furthermore, for any reasonable definition of local, there

are an infinite set of possible changes, whichmakes it difficult

to find the “right” one, even if we could formally specify such

a notion. Yet, we would like to provide a general solution

to this problem in order to generate AIORT feedback. The

number of possible changes makes many simple algorithms,

such as brute force search, infeasible. However, program

synthesis is frequently used to automatically generate code

edits towards some specification in an infinite search space

[19]. This is the approach we take.

Modern program synthesis algorithms tend to use sketch-
ing, with some notable exceptions (e.g. Synquid [30]). In-

troduced by StreamBit [37] and made popular by SKETCH

[36], sketches are partial implementations with holes that
denote where the engine should synthesize new code. Holes
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are written “??” as seen in the following sketch for isThree:
define isThree x:

return x == ??
AIORT feedback is a non-standard use case for sketches be-

cause of the frequency and variability of the queries. Usually

users either create a single sketch or create a mechanism for

generating similar sketches automatically at pre-determined

intervals. In contrast, AIORT feedback needs to be generated

in real-time and repeatedly at variable intervals.

Next, we consider how to generate sketches based on a

student’s partial solution. We take as input a correct imple-

mentation PI , typically provided by an instructor, a set of

representative test cases, and the student’s partial solutionPS.

From PS, we attempt to synthesize a program that matches

the output of PI on all representative test cases.

Since we are building a user-facing tool, we need to con-

sider whether to expose the notion of holes directly to the

tool’s user. Although this is typical in most synthesis applica-

tions, we believe that it is ill-advised for educational use cases.

On the one hand, intuitively, exposing holes would seem to

allow users to specify holes exactly where they believe code

should be added, potentially instilling more understanding

and confidence in the synthesized feedback. However, from

pilot studies with TAs, we found that because most users are

not accustomed to interacting with synthesis tools, explic-

itly surfacing holes appears to be confusing and potentially

detrimental to the feedback process. We instead insert holes

automatically without any user intervention. We developed

two main principles for automatic hole insertion based on

our feedback goals: (1) we only consider adding, not deleting,

code and (2) we do not add holes as inner nodes of the AST.

The idea behind not deleting code is being able to pro-

vide clear, correct, and contextualized feedback. First, giving

feedback in the context of their code helps students learn.

Maintaining all of the code they wrote and only considering

additions allows for the most context possible. Second, stan-

dard sketches provide no facility for deleting code. To delete

code, we would need to choose a piece of the student’s partial

implementation, delete it, and replace it with a hole. How-

ever, the above replaceEight example shows that which

code deletion to choose can be non-obvious without user

input. In this model, we would have to perform deletions

automatically, which could result in synthesized output that

differs significantly from what the student intended.

In general, holes can be added in any location in the stu-

dent’s code. This does include degenerate cases, notably

“expression wrapping” in which a given expression e can

be turned into an argument of a hole (e.g. ?? e). There are
numerous issues with allowing wrapping. First, for a general

synthesis approach, the algorithm can consider all functions

in the source language, including those that the student has

not previously seen. Another problematic synthesis result is

a “guarded false” statement (e.g. if false:), which provides

no feedback on the student’s work that has been wrapped.

Program P ::= D D∗ . . .
Definition D ::= (define x e)
Expression e ::= x | c | p | ℓ | ’d | (quote d)

| (lambda f e) | (if e1 e2 e3)
| ( e e∗ . . .)

Formals f ::= x | ( x∗ . . . )
Constant c ::= #t | #f | n | s
Datum d ::= c | a | ()
Predicate p ::= and | or | not | <

| > | equal? | null?
ListOp ℓ ::= cons | car | cdr | list

Figure 3. Grammar for the subset of Scheme supported by

our tool (adapted from [1]). Here x is a legal Scheme variable,

n is a legal Scheme number, a is a legal Scheme symbol, s is
a legal Scheme string, and the notation g∗ . . . represents zero
or more occurrences of syntactic entity g. Although users

can use cons to make pairs of datums and list to form lists,

we do not support feedback for either pairs or non-cons lists.

To exclude these cases, we do not add holes as inner nodes of

the AST, instead only inserting holes as leaves (e.g. in place

of arguments missing from a function). We require a map

from functions to their arity, from which we can calculate

the necessary number of holes to insert.

To exhibit our principles, consider the following partial

implementation of isThree:

define isThree x:
return == (1 + )

Below are two conceivable ways of adding holes to this

implementation:

define isThree x:
return ?? == (1 + ??)

define isThree x:
return ?? (?? == ??)

Our approach would produce the sketch on the left, but not

the one on the right. In order to produce the one on the right,

we would need to break both of our principles: (1) delete

student code (i.e. (1 + )), replacing it with a hole and (2)

insert a hole as an inner node, producing the bold ??.

3.1 Implementation

To explore the viability of our approach via a prototype tool,

we instantiated it using an existing synthesis engine with

a sketching-style interface. There are numerous such en-

gines publicly available: Rosette [39], Barliman [6], SKETCH

and its derivatives [36], methods using the PROSE SDK [32],

among others. Two characteristics of an ideal synthesis en-

gine for our use case are language choice and generality.

Some methods are written in a base language and allow the

user to specify their synthesis query via a DSL whereas oth-

ers directly support a specific subset of an existing language.

Ultimately, we wanted the engine to support a language used

extensively by novices, with input assumptions that are not

more restrictive than the requirements discussed above.
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Our prototype uses the Barliman engine [6]. Barliman syn-

thesizes programs in Scheme using the miniKanren logic pro-

gramming language. Barliman’s use of Scheme is well-suited

to an educational environment, as Scheme-like languages are

commonly used for CS1 courses (e.g. Brown University [25]

and Indiana University [34]) or as a first functional language.

Scheme-style languages are also likely to be unfamiliar to

non-novice programmers learning a new language, present-

ing another student population for evaluation. The specific

subset of Scheme our tool supports is shown in Fig. 3. We

chose the subset of Scheme based on both Racket Beginning

Student Language [12] and the Scheme subset supported by

Barliman.

Runs of Barliman adapted for our tool can either fail or

succeed. When Barliman fails, it means that, given a set of in-

put test cases and a partially completed program with holes,

there are no Scheme expressions that can fill the holes to pro-

duce a correct solution. If Barliman fails on all of our sketches

of the student’s solution, then we say that they are not on

the right track (AIORT returns false). Any program that is

either unparsable or not in our subset of Scheme (Fig. 3) will

not be on the right track. Success means that Barliman has

found Scheme expressions that produce a correct solution.

In the event of a success, we say that the student is on the

right track.

4 User Interface

As noted previously, our goal is to incorporate “Am I on the

Right Track?” (AIORT) feedback into a student’s learning

environment. We chose to do this by tightly coupling the

steps a student takes to write their program with how they

receive feedback automatically inside a prototype integrated

development environment (IDE) based on the principles in

the previous section. The student can begin a programming

assignment by first considering the specification and type

signature of the goal function (Fig. 4, #2). They can then

begin programming normally in the center text box of our

IDE. However, our prototype currently only supports defin-

ing a single function per instance. This is a limitation of

the prototype, not the approach. The rest of the IDE was

designed to help facilitate the student’s programming pro-

cess. If the student forgets some syntax or semantics of a

Scheme operator, they can use the Term Lookup section (#1)

to find that information. To draw attention to potentially

useful operators, we present results used in the instructor’s

reference solution at the top of the list, followed by the rest

of the relevant operators that we support. As they approach

a full solution, students can write tests and run them in the

Test Cases section (#5). If students are not sure what tests

to consider, they can ask for a generated test case at #4 and

the tool will generate a test that passes the instructor’s solu-

tion, but fails the student’s solution. We provide generated

tests as both an extra feature that can be synthesized and to

provide a lower barrier to entry for success in a test-drive

development process. Finally, if the student wants to restart

the assignment, the arrow at #2 resets the center text box to

the starting state.

The AIORT feedback feature is shown at #3. It functions

as proposed in Fig. 1: the student can press the “Am I on

the Right Track?” button at any time to receive a YES/NO

answer. We transform the student’s solution in the main text

box to a sketch at the time the student presses the AIORT

Figure 4. The current user interface for providing AIORT feedback; evaluated in the pilot study with novice Schemers.
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button. We then execute our sketch generation strategy, run

the resulting Barliman query, and, depending on the output,

serve a YES, NO or MAYBE answer. MAYBE means that the

Barliman query took too long to run, triggering a timeout

that we added to the UI.

Our prototype interface is simple, as it was designed to

help us iterate on how to present feedback to the user. This

allows us to directly observe how users interact with AIORT

feedback, especially as it differs significantly from standard

IDE feedback options (e.g. linting or term autocomplete). In

addition, a prototype allows us to control the learning envi-

ronment and iterate quickly on different interaction styles.

In the future, adding synthesized feedback to established ed-

ucational IDEs (e.g. DrRacket [13]) would be advantageous.

5 Evaluation

We evaluated the performance of our approach, aiming to

answer three main questions:

- Is our synthesis approach able to provide feedback on

partial student solutions?

- Do users find the “Am I on the Right Track?” (AIORT)

feedback helpful?

- How do users interact and engage with our tool?

First, we present some examples of the feedback our syn-

thesis approach provides on real partial implementations.

We then present two evaluations of our user interface. As

noted above, we performed an iterative design of the UI in

order to consider how users should interact directly with

synthesized feedback. The first pilot user study considers an

alpha version of the UI with TAs as our users and the second

pilot study evaluates the UI described in detail above with

students as our users.

5.1 Can We Synthesize Feedback?

During our pilot studies, we were able to explore how well

our sketching approach generates feedback for users writing

code in our prototype IDE. Here we provide some examples

of what our system can synthesize. We did not collect exten-

sive summary statistics or timing information, but in future

work we would like to further test the robustness of our

approach.

A key motivation for using a general purpose synthesis

engine is supporting alternative correct solutions. For the

function first-not-doll?, adapted from How to Design

Programs (HtDP) [11], a student in our second pilot study

wrote the following code, which the tool correctly said was

on the right track:

(define first-not-doll?
(lambda (x)

(if (equal? 'doll (car x)) #f #t)))

Notice that, though this is a common and correct solution, it

is likely not the instructor’s solution provided to our system

nor the typical solution an instructor might provide.

We also want to provide feedback in real-time during the

solution process. In our first pilot study, we used a function

replace (adapted from HtDP) which mimics our running

example replaceEight above, but replaces elements with

’a rather than 8. One TA had the following partial solution:

(define replace
(lambda (x)

(if (null? x) '() (cons ))))

The synthesis engine produced the outputs ’a and (replace
(cdr x)) to fill the two holes added automatically after cons.
This is a significant component of the solution showing that

our tool can support the beginning of the solution process.

In our studies, the synthesis engine did not always perform

as the user would expect (see below). Anecdotally, we gener-

ally observed users disagreeing with the tool’s synthesized

feedback in one of three cases: (1) the engine said NO cor-

rectly and the user did not understand why, (2) we reached a

UI-instituted timeout for Barliman and the user received no

feedback, or (3) the user’s internal model for whether they

were on the right track did not match the system’s model.

5.2 Code Snippet Feedback with TAs

Our first pilot evaluation focused on understanding TAs’

perspectives on interacting with synthesis features, holes,

and our IDE. The IDE and the synthesis features were in

early stages when we performed this evaluation. Thus there

were a few issues that impacted the tool and caused it to

crash. The system evolved between the first and second pilot

studies, but the overall approach remained the same.

Study Mechanics:We recruited 10 graduate students at our

institution who each had been a TA for at least one CS course

at a 4-year college or university. TAs were first presented

with a consent form to sign and thenwere randomly assigned

to either an A or B condition. In the A condition, the feedback

feature was visible in the IDE and, in the B condition, it was

not. We then provided all TAs with a short Scheme lesson

via a pre-recorded video. After the Scheme tutorial, TAs

were asked to replicate their practices for office hours by

interacting with incorrect student code using our interface.

We explained the basic interface functionality to the TAs,

but did not explain the synthesis feature. This was a choice

in order to capture the TAs’ first impressions. We obtained

the incorrect student solutions through a small study that

we performed with novice functional programmers based

on exercises in HtDP. After approximately 20 minutes of

interacting with the tool we asked the TA to stop, fill out a

post survey, and participate in a short interview about their

experience with the tool. The session took about an hour.

Main Differences from current UI : There were two specific

differences between the UI presented above and the alpha

interface used in this evaluation (Fig. 5). First, the alpha inter-

face exposed holes to the user. They were allowed to insert

holes themselves and, when a hole was added automatically,
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Figure 5. The central component of the early stage (alpha)

interface used in the TA pilot study. If the user pressed the

green arrow, x 3 would be inserted at the hole marked ___.

it was inserted in the code as ___. If there were multiple holes

next to each other (e.g. (equal? ?? ??)), we condensed

them visually into a single hole. This choice was made to

allow for some visual consistency; a hole means missing

code. At the time, we also did not want to explicitly tell the

student how many expressions were missing, because we

think that they should learn to extract this information from

the function themselves. Calls to create Barliman queries

were also generated automatically every few seconds, rather

than waiting for a button press. Second, after a Barliman run,

the TA had the option to insert the fully generated code edit

into their solution. We instantiated any logic variables by

picking from a set of values of their type.
5

Results: The results of our study were mixed, but suggested

specific areas for improvement. One limitation was that the

TAs did not experience many interactions with the AIORT

feedback; out of 10 TAs, 6 of which were in the synthesis (A)

condition, only 1 ended up seeing the output of the engine.

Four of the six had holes automatically inserted, but they did

not complete the code insertion process.

In general, the TAs had some negative comments about

the feedback and how it was presented. For instance, one TA

said that they felt that the fully automated feedback features

caused them to have a lack of control over the process:

I feel like it is going ahead without me ... why is it going
off and doing things! I don’t want it to do things yet; it’s
stealing my thunder. Is it actually changing the code? I
think it is which is scary cause I want the student to fix
the code not the program. (TA #3)

However, some TAs did see potential for the general ap-

proach of the tool. The same TA that complained about lack

of control also noted:

I am not there and they are stumped, then having that
button could on the one hand help them. But, on the
other hand, just giving them the answer without forcing
them to know why [is not good]. If they are stumped
and diligent, they can ... be given the right answer and

5
We perform the same instantiation for automatically generated test cases

then go reverse engineer why that’s the right answer
and that’s potentially really helpful to get somebody
unstuck. (TA #3)

This is similar to the feedback style of TA1B from our obser-

vational study.

Our major takeaway from this study was that exposing

holes and the synthesized code was not the right interaction

modality. This seemed particularly detrimental with TAs as

our user population, given that they have both their own

solution styles when writing code and specific ways in which

they like to help students. We therefore chose to redesign

the tool with opt-in, manual feedback features and relegated

holes to a backend-only feature. This feedback, obtained

from the early prototype of our interface (Fig. 5), drove us to

change the interface to the one presented in Section 4.

5.3 YES/NO Feedback with Scheme Novices

Given the results of our TA pilot study, we performed an-

other round of user interface design and obtained the design

described in detail in Section 4. The goal of the second pi-

lot study was to determine if the new interface is helpful

and engaging. We recruited students with a background in

programming, but no formal computer science education,

from a group of graduate student scientists at our institution

working in computation-adjacent fields (biology, social sci-

ence, etc.). In total, five students enrolled in the study, via

either email solicitations or our institution’s SONA system.

Students met the study criteria if they met the recruitment

criteria and had some background in high-level program-

ming (e.g. R, web development), but were excluded from the

study if they could easily answer beginner questions in a

functional programming course or had significant knowl-

edge of a functional language. We had four valid responses

in total.

Of the four valid responses we obtained, two students

interacted with the synthesis feature and two students in-

teracted with a control UI. After completing the consent

form, students were given a walkthrough of how to use the

tool and a Scheme lesson on a blackboard. The lesson was

pre-planned to cover certain topics, but varied slightly from

student to student. After the walkthrough and lesson, stu-

dents were left on their own to complete as many exercises as

possible out of 5 adapted from HtDP (is-three?, replace,
first-not-doll?, flip, and filter). We required those

who had the synthesis feature IDE to interact with the help

features (AIORT feedback and test case generation) at least

once per exercise as, in previous studies, participants tended

to ignore them and proceed with programming as usual. We

also implemented good/bad performance buttons that could

be used to report opinions on AIORT feedback and test case

generation (to the left of #3 in Fig. 4), although students were

not required to use them. For the two students who had the
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feedback UI, they reported helpfulness 10 times for AIORT

feedback, including both positive and negative responses.
6

Results: The main takeaway of our second study was a

mismatch between our approach and the students’ expec-

tations. Of the 10 times the two students who experienced

AIORT feedback reported performance, 8/10 times the per-

formance report their impression was negative. However, we

confirmed that the feedback was correct for all 10 instances

and students were explicitly shown examples of how the

feedback features worked. In general, the students had a

lukewarm reaction to the tool: the students with feedback

both responded “somewhat agree” to the statement “the feed-

back features were helpful when solving problems.”

The mismatch between our model and student expecta-

tions seems to stem from how the tool determines if they are

on the right track. As noted in our theoretical approach, we

do not perform expression wrapping when inserting holes

automatically. However, consider the following code from

the study for replace:

(define replace
(lambda (x)

(cons 'a (replace (cdr x)))))

This implementation contains the correct recursive call for

the replace function, but it is missing the base case. The

feedback here is that the student is not on the right track

because there are no AST leaves missing an expression. How-

ever, understandably, the student reacted negatively, since

they believed they were on a correct solution path. Note

that we believe that the negative reaction was to the exact

response (YES/NO) from the feedback feature, not to the

feature itself.

6 Discussion

A key takeaway is that, even when made explicit, there is

a disconnect between how users perceive the synthesized

feedback and its actual functionality, even when they believe

that the tool is potentially helpful. We believe that this arises

because working one-on-one with an automated feature

as powerful, but equally as limited, as synthesis is a new

experience for most coders. Therefore, our study results

embolden us to explore how to better expose synthesis to

the student.

A possible key improvement may lie in integrating the

synthesized feedback better into the student’s workflow. We

are currently considering a different approach (Fig. 6) that

6
Although not our main focus, we also obtained some results for evaluating

automatic test case generation. There were 10 helpfulness ratings for test

case generation (5 positive, 5 negative). Both students responded “somewhat

disagree” to “The tool suggested test cases I would not have come up with

on my own.” This reaction may have occurred because the students were

skilled enough with non-functional programming to write meaningful test

cases. They responded 7/10 and 9/10 respectively to “On a scale of 1-10, how

comfortable are you with programming?”

Figure 6. This new interface design allows users to request

AIORT feedback with ? and revert to previous AIORT ver-

sions with << and <.

uses a user interface modeled after play/pause/rewind but-

tons. The goal is to allow the student to check if they are

on the right track at any point (via ?) but also revert to

previous checkpoints where they were on the right track.

The << button replaces the current implementation with the

last correct implementation obtained from pressing ?. The <
button replaces the current implementation with the last cor-

rect implementation from a set of automatic AIORT checks

performed every 2 seconds in the background. This button

allows users to functionally “undo” the most recent change

that lead them down an incorrect path. In theory, using all

of ?, <<, and < as part of the programming process may help

students learn how the synthesized feedback works in an

intuitive way.

The main limitation of our evaluation was the size of the

studies and their lack of robust quantitative analysis. The

number of study participants for each interface iteration was

small enough that we are unable to draw any statistically

significant conclusions. As future work, it would be help-

ful to test our tool in a larger lab study or in a traditional

Scheme learning environment. In particular, our user studies

considered TAs and novice Schemers, but no CS1 students.

7 Related Work

7.1 Tools for Aiding Student Learning

Successful tools for CS1 manage to use student and staff

effort more effectively. A classic example are educational

IDEs or IDE plug-ins built to help scaffold learning, such

as DrRacket [13] and BlueJ [27]. Some tools go beyond the

coding process and specifically address test-driven develop-

ment by using peers to assess and provide test cases [31].

There has been a study on extending a single staff member’s

effectiveness by allowing them to work with many students

in real-time [21]. Peer grading systems structure the process

of providing peer feedback for hundreds of students when

there are staffing limitations [9, 28]. Other recent work has

focused on visualization, such as modeling code execution

[20, 26], student choices of variable names [16], and student

solutions at scale [18]. Although these tools make better use

of human effort, they have some limitations: (1) for systems

that rely on peers, feedback quality can be variable and (2)
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systems for staff members can improve productivity, but do

not replace the benefits of additional personnel. HelpMeOut

[22] is an approach that provides real-time, automated feed-

back to students learning Java for art and design applications.

HelpMeOut leverages the use of existing knowledge about

student errors to inform feedback for future students. Our

approach does not consider other students’ work.

Rooting the development of an automated feedback tool in

human feedback practices is not a new concept; in fact, when

writing on intelligent tutoring systems (ITS) for Science in
1985, Anderson et al. noted, “Computer systems ... are being

developed to provide the student with the same instructional

advantage that a sophisticated human tutor can provide” [2].

However, there is currently an incomplete understanding of

what human tutor feedback looks like in office hours. There

is work on how to increase diversity using TAs [29], how

to use an apprenticeship model to train TAs [40], and what

kinds of questions TAs ask [4, 15]. The goal of our TA study

was to observe the full breadth of office hours.

7.2 Automated Feedback Techniques

Generating feedback for student work automatically has

been studied since at least 1960 [24] by a number of differ-

ent academic and industrial communities. ITS, which allow

students to obtain real-time feedback while working on prob-

lems as part of a pre-specified curriculum, have been success-

ful in domains such as K-12 math [5] and programming. The

LISP tutor [3] has specific relevance to this work, as we use

the Scheme programming language in our prototype imple-

mentation. Additional work has augmented ITS feedback by

using real student data for Python programming [33]. Provid-

ing feedback without prior assignment-specific information

is more difficult; recent work succeeded at synthesizing such

feedback for K-8 math [10].

There is a current surge in work on automated feedback

techniques for programming due to recent innovations in

program synthesis. Singh et al. [35] can identify the smallest

number of changes needed to transform an incorrect student

Python program into a correct program using a hardcoded

error model. Subsequent work by Head et al. [23] and Suzuki

et al. [38] has been able to provide more general Python

feedback based on the Refazer system, which synthesizes

Python program transformations. Head et al. built two sys-

tems, one based on real student data, to cluster student code

and provide bug fixes for buggy student programs in Python.

Our system is most similar to FixPropogator, which itera-

tively improves bug fixes to student code based on teacher

provided results. In contrast, our work focuses on replicat-

ing interactions from office hours in a functional program-

ming context and in real-time. Ask-Elle also provides func-

tional programming feedback, by guiding students towards

model solution strategies in Haskell [14]; our work aims to

support the breadth of individual student responses. In the

data-driven feedback literature, work has looked at different

interaction techniques for how to present help [17]. Specifi-

cally of relevance to our future work is their discussion of

the “push” and “pull” models for providing help, as well as

whether it is preferable to resolve a given error by guiding

the student using the most common error fix or the most

correct solution.

8 Conclusions

This paper explores how to provide “Am I on the Right

Track?” (AIORT) feedback automatically for programming

assignments using program synthesis. Our approach consid-

ers how to provide general feedback in real-time without

using information about known student errors. To imple-

ment this idea, we considered a non-standard use case for

automatically generating program synthesis sketches. We

also performed an iterative, and ongoing, design process for

an IDE which presents synthesized feedback to a user.

Applying state-of-the-art synthesis tools directly to edu-

cation, rather than adapting or building purpose-built algo-

rithms, is a challenging idea. We have some recommenda-

tions that we believe may set up others who want to take on

this challenge for success. First, we have shown that synthe-

sis can work in this limited information environment. This

expands our understanding of where synthesis can be used

to provide feedback. We also see understanding the educa-

tional context as key to the success of any synthesis-based

feedback tools. Performing a formative study on the educa-

tional component you are trying to target, as we did in our

TA study, can reinforce design decisions for the tool at large.

Ultimately, the main challenge of applying state-of-the-art

PL algorithms to education is that the algorithms and the

domain are not natively compatible. As seen in our approach

section, it is difficult, and sometimes entirely unclear, how to

obtain the right balance between the computational needs

of the algorithms, the ideal education situation, and engag-

ing user interaction. This is not a new problem and we are

nowhere near the first to explore it. However, it is not going

away, since synthesis continues to evolve and more novel

applications domains are being considered. We propose that

designs like ours take a step in the right direction for ex-

ploring how to apply computational systems to education.
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